
resources.  

“The performance of features and the entire solution provided is very good. 
Services are currently live and there are 81,09,186 email accounts.”

N M Manickam

BSNL
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XGENPLUS

AWARDS & RECOGNITION

Most advanced enterprise email- Made in India

Reserve Bank of India, MysoreReserve Bank of India, MysoreReserve Bank of India, Mysore

Rajeev Agarwal, HALRajeev Agarwal, HALRajeev Agarwal, HAL

CUSTOMER SAYS...

“The performance, features and the entire solution provided is excellent and support 
provided to us by their team and management is very prompt and admirable.”

“Xgenplus team has installed the mail solution successfully & has carried out their 
work in a professional manner.”

AEGIS Graham Bell Award 2017 ET Telecom Award 2017
Rajasthan Entrepreneur and

Excellence Award 2016
IITF-Digital India 2017

XgenPlus is World's First enterprise class email solution for the global market, supporting 50 
million users with a unique capability to provide EAI (Email Address Internalization) i.e Linguistic 

Email Address like laidZ@,DltsuIyl-Hkkjr . It supports all basic facilities like pop, imap, webmail, 

calendar, contacts, sms, security and many more features, making XgenPlus the Worlds Most 
Advanced Email Server. It runs on Linux supporting latest version of JAVA. It’s scalable architecture 
allows the organizations to scale from one user to millions of users, making it suitable for all kind of 
organizations.
To put E-Mails a fast-paced conduct for users to practice; XgenPlus team integrated features that 
offers complete control over the email communication and response management system, It is a 
total e-mail management and relationship solution that has been designed especially to cater  the 
needs of the organization, whether you are a SME, Email Service Provider or Large business house, 
PSU or Govt. department. It adds new dimensions to email communication and brings a whole 
new meaning to responding customers / colleagues by sharing of information and pooling 



play. 

The introduction of internationalized domain names (IDNs) and 
the Indian government’s launch of .भारत (.bharat) in the 

devanagari script(covering eight languages including Hindi, 
Konkani  and  Marath i ) ,  led  to  Xgen focus ing  on  
internationalization issues of email addresses. EAI is part of the 
broader Universal Acceptance (UA) initiative, which provides a 
gateway to the next billion Internet users by ensuring that all 
domain names and email addresses can be used by all Internet-
enabled applications, devices and systems.

Bridging the Digital Divide
Through the True Internationalization of Email

IDN Compatible

1.    Xgenplus Email server is fully compatible with IDN Email   

       address.

2.    Send large attachments as links.

3.    Get alerts on mobile via email & Push Notification.

4.    Retrieve emails even after deleted.

5.    Audio conference with contacts.

6.    Send secured email using inbuilt PGP.

7.    Schedule Email & SMS for specific Date and Time.

8.    View all received images with Picture gallery.

9.    Set different vacation mail for Organization & Out of    

       organization.

10.  Set rules for Auto forwarding of email.

11.  Send multiple emails as one email.  

12.  Restrict email access on specific GEO locations.

13.  Search emails on the basis of from, to, cc, subject, message,    

        attachment type, attachment name, date range and size of  

        email.

14.  Generate own public + private key and start sending / 

        receiving encrypted messages automatically.

15.  Share calendar with specific user or with a group.

16.  Attach Multiple files in one click with progress bar. 

Some of the Unique Features

XGENPLUS PROVIDES
A TOTAL END TO END
MESSAGING SOLUTION

IDN Email Address Compatible: 
XgenPlus Supports International Domain Name Email (IDN email or Intl 
email) . The Email Address Which Contains International Characters i.e 

(v@v'kksdk-Hkkjr, ⼀个@阿育王.�巴拉特�,�একটি @ অশোক.ভারত) and 

allows Individuals and Organisations to have Email ID in their Preferred 
Regional Language Domain. 

Retrieve Deleted Emails: 
Organizations now can ensure no loss of email and retain every kind of 
email for as long as organization wants. XgenPlus can ensure that no email 
is permanently lost and can be made available as and when required. 

Set user Control rights Privileges for receiver: 
While user is sending an email to any of his colleague in the organization, 
he can define the right whether, recipient can Delete / Fwd / Reply or 
print this email or not. off course from the sent email, sender may reset 
those rights at later stage. 

Block bulk email through Spam Promo: 
User can set filter as "Move spam or bulk mail to spam-promo folder", 
Once this filter will be applied all promotional emails/bulk emails/spam 
emails will sent to Spam promo folder directly

Alias: Multiple Email ID in one Mailbox
This feature is very useful when organization has multiple websites/ 
domains and person has dual role. In other scenario where a user is 
given English+Linguistic Email address i.e support@xgenplus.com,  
laidZ@,DltsuIyl-Hkkjr and both can be made accessible within 
one mailbox.

jktLFkku-Hkkjr

UPTO 50GB USER MAIL BOX SIZE

EMAIL TRAFFIC ROUTING CONTROL

WEB BASED LOG ANALYSIS

PUBLIC + PRIVATE KEV

DOMAIN WISE ALERT/NOTICES

IP LEVEL ACCESS CONTROL

ANDROID & iPhone APPLICATION

SUPPORT DESKTOP CLIENTS

MAILBOX REPLICATION FOR HIGH

AVAILABILITY OF THE MAIL BOXES

API TO INTEGRATE WITH
APPLICATIONS.

POWERFUL-IN CONTROL

XgenPlus integrates in all kind Of
organizations and business

environment, It supports multiple
operating systems, i.e. Linux,

FreeBSD, Solaris, Unix, SUSE or any
other Unix like operating system

which can support JDK 1.4
& above

FIT FOR ALL

XgenPlus webmail is truly high-tech
pace of entire software. It's

features are unparallel to any
competition and offer great deal of
productivity enhancing, time saving

features along with easy admin
control for the organization. Entire

webmail is customizable to the
organization needs and may offer

very organization centric services to
the organization email users.

ADVANCE WEB MAIL

XgenPlus web mail offers the
entire PGP key pair

management through web
and needs no software to be

downloaded on the client
PC. All public key becomes

automatically available to all
internal users. (organization

domain)

MOST SECURE
(SMIME/PGP, SSL, TLS,

CRAM MD5)

MANAGEMENT

SOLUTION WITH Ipv6 COMPLIANCE

ROLE BASED ADMINISTRATOR 

Xgenplus provides email solutions for the global market, 
supporting 50 million users including governments, 
telecoms, enterprises and individuals. As a company based 
in India, a country with 1.2 billion people, 22 official 
languages in 12 different scripts and just 12 percent native 
English speakers, the team at Xgen inherently understood 
the need for people to have email addresses in their native 
scripts. As the online population grows, there is an 
increasing need to make the Internet more accessible in 
local languages and email address internationalization 
(EAI) has an important role to 
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